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Goal of Study: “To uncover and relate the central and recurring patterns of elements characterizing these 

narratives and religious changes.” 

 

Number of US respondents – More believe in God who didn’t use to than those who don’t believe in God that 

used to. 

Majority of people raised with no religion – join a religion as adults 

Primary motivations for Atheists converting to Christianity – Fear and Loneness caused by personal problems – 

almost always a religious peer was involved 

Chinese Atheists 

Coerced modernization and decline of Traditional Culture created an openness to Christianity  

Christianity is seen as warding off materialism, cynicism, and selfishness 

Buddha is perceived as out of touch with the modern world 

Christianity seen as consistent with Confucian teachings 

Christian church helps with transitions and general problems of daily life 

Six Influencing factors 

1. Positive interaction with Christians 

2. Extensive contact with Evangelical Communities 

3. Self-Adaptation in a new Culture 

4. Experiencing distress/Crisis 

5. New Freedom to search meaning of life/ cognitively satisfying worldview 

6. Personal religious experience with the Divine 

Only individual factor of consequence – individual holds there is only one true religion 

Means: Social Media used: Reddit & Quora 

Respondents: People who identified themselves as former Atheists/ now Christians 

Question examples: What was it that convinced you to become an Atheist? What was it that convinced you to 

convert to Christianity? 

Ten Recurring Themes emerge from Respondents 

Ritual Behaviors: (53%) prayer, reading the Bible, attending a Christian Church 

Intellectualism: (50%) use of rationalism, debate, arguments, and critical thinking 

Numinous Experiences: (45%) unexplainable or mystical religious experiences. 



Social Ties: (44%) social relationships and networks. 

Hardship: (39%) Negative Life Circumstances 

Unfamiliarity/Pseudo familiarity (with Christians & Christianity): (33%) self-acknowledged misconceptions or 

preconceptions based on lack of or low experience, or negative experiences with Christians and Christianity. 

Openness to Experience: (30%) Openness that another view may be true. 

Authentic Example: (28%)  Finding Christians or Christianity to be inspiring or impressive.  

Religious Study: (25%) extra-biblical study of Christianity, and of non-Christian religions. 

Contra Atheism: (24%)  experiencing a sense of “worldviewlessness,” being ungrounded in a larger scheme of 

existence 

 

 

 

 


